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ABOUT IP GLOBAL

OUR TRACK RECORD

PROPERTY INVESTMENT, SIMPLIFIED
IP Global was founded with the mission to change the way the world
views global real estate investment, demystifying the process and
placing it on a level footing with other recognised asset classes.
We provide our clients with access to the best opportunities and
deliver a straightforward and personalised service that guides
investors through the various stages of their investment journey.

Our track record speaks for itself: since 2006,
IP Global has launched USD3 billion worth
of properties across 28 markets worldwide.
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UK

USA

Total projects: 91 since 2009
Total investment value: USD1.4 billion

Total projects: 19 since 2011
Total investment value: USD158 million

AUSTRALIA

GERMANY

Total projects: 17 since 2013
Total investment value: USD138 million

Total projects: 15 since 2014
Total investment value: USD96.5 million
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1.
2.
3.
YOUR STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO
BUYING OVERSEAS PROPERTY

4.
5.

Talk to our consultants during your one-on-one consultation
We will work with you to develop your personal wealth strategy and
offer advice that is tailored to suit your specific objectives
We will work with you to identify the best investment opportunity
Based on your ideal price point, timeframe, yields and returns,
our specialist team will work with you to find the best property
investment opportunity
Explanation of the purchase process
We make sure you understand each step of the purchase process,
including how to secure a unit with a reservation, when to engage
with solicitors and when to begin your mortgage process, if required
Review and sign legal documentation from your solicitor
Your solicitor will advise on the specific legal reports and contracts
you will need to sign
Transfer the exchange deposit to your solicitors*
Your solicitor will confirm the contract exchange of your chosen
investment property and we will work to follow up and run through
next stages
*If the property in question is completed or within a few weeks
of completion, your solicitor is likely to require proof of mortgage
acceptance prior to carrying out an exchange of contracts

6.
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Between exchange and completion, IP Global and our preferred
partners will help with every aspect of the process including:
•
•
•
•
•

Securing mortgage finance
Tenant sourcing
Lettings & management
Furniture options
Construction updates
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UNITED KINGDOM
GLASGOW

The United Kingdom, with a USD2.62 trillion GDP, ranks
as the fifth-largest economy in the world in 2019. In the
face of political uncertainties, the country’s economy has
remained stable and the country continues to be a secure
home for investor capital.

EDINBURGH

LEEDS
SHEFFIELD

LIVERPOOL

BIRMINGHAM

House prices across the UK rose 0.5% in 2018 and forecasts
estimate 10.3% cumulative growth by the end of 2023.
While housing delivery has increased in the last few years,
the country remains significantly behind its target of
300,000 new homes each year, adding additional pressure
to the market.
Major infrastructure projects, including Crossrail,
Underground extensions, High Speed Rail 2 and the TransPennine Rail Tunnel are further improving the future
outlook by encouraging economic growth throughout the
country.

LONDON
MANCHESTER
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Sources: JLL, parliament.uk
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WHY INVEST IN LONDON
London’s property market has proven resilient in the
face of political uncertainty. Central London commercial
offices attracted GBP16.2 billion in global capital in
2018, outpacing Manhattan, Paris and Hong Kong.
In June 2019 house prices began to bounce back
with increases ranging from 0.6% to 1.8%, indicating
that demand is returning to the capital. Forecasts for
the next five years demonstrate further growth, with
Greater London house prices and rents forecasted to
grow by 14.8% and 14.2%, respectively.

LONDON
London is one of the world’s most culturally diverse capital
cities, and its reputation as a global centre for financial services
precedes it.
With a population of nearly 8.9 million, London is working to
keep pace with the demand for housing and is starting to show
positive growth prospects following the announcement of
Brexit three years ago.
Agents such as Knight Frank and JLL have recorded a shift
in sentiment, with the number of enquiries by new buyers for
property increasing 5% in 2019.

Whilst clarity around the final Brexit arrangements will
positively affect the market, another factor to consider
is the city’s continued housing shortage. Even with an
estimated 20,000 completions per annum over the next
three years, demand will continue to outstrip supply.
London is set to remain one of the world’s most liquid
and transparent real estate markets, attracting both
global and domestic investment.

WHERE TO INVEST IN LONDON
WELLINGTON QUARTER
LONDON

-

AT A GLANCE
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25%

15.9%

London accounts for 25% of the
UK’s total housing value

Rental Price Growth forecast
2019-2023

24%

9.2%

Greater London GVA forecast
2019-2029

House Price Growth forecast
2019-2023

Located in Woolwich, a growing southeast
London hub, Wellington Quarter offers
investors an excellent opportunity to invest in
one of the world’s most exciting capital cities.
Project:
81 units, 1 / 2 / 3 Bedrooms
Developer:
Wellington Woolwich Ltd (Vision Homes)
Completion date:
Q4 2019

Source: Bank of England, JLL, Financial times
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WHY INVEST IN MANCHESTER
Manchester, the UK’s second city, is flourishing amid
strong housing demand and significant development
activity.
The Manchester sales market is witnessing a strong
uplift in prices amidst a notable imbalance between
demand and available supply. Between February 2018 2019 house prices saw a 3.35% increase, demonstrating
the market’s resilience and appeal. With average house
prices in the city just over a third of those in London,
Manchester remains affordable.

MANCHESTER
Manchester has benefited from a significant amount of
regeneration and investment over the past several years,
making it now one of the country’s most important cities for
job prospects, property investment and transportation links.
With four universities and more than 100,000 students,
Manchester operates as a leading education hub within the
United Kingdom. The city has the highest graduate retention
rate outside of London, retaining 60% of its graduates, which,
along with providing an immediate and varied pool of talent,
has proven helpful in attracting inward investment.

WHERE TO INVEST IN MANCHESTER
CROSSBANK
MANCHESTER

-

AT A GLANCE

25%

Future projections estimate rents to rise by 15.5%
between 2019-2023, while house prices could see 15%
growth over the same period, according to JLL.

200%

Situated adjacent to the River Irwell,
Crossbank is a contemporary development
in the growing city of Salford, Greater
Manchester.
Project:

Manchester accounts for 25% of
the Northern Powerhouse cities’
combined population

Manchester property enquiries
through Juwai increased 200%
in the year to August 2018

15.5%
Rental Price Growth forecast
2019-2023
12

40 units, 1 / 2 Bedrooms
Developer:
Heatley Development Limited
Completion date:
Q4 2020

Sources: BuyAssociation, UK Land Registry, Oxford Economics, JLL
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WHY INVEST IN BIRMINGHAM
Home to a growing population of over 1.3 million people
and with a diverse economy worth over GBP90 billion,
Birmingham is one of the UK’s fastest growing centres.
Rental growth is expected to reach 19.4% between
2019-2023, whilst house prices are expected to
increase by 20.9% over the same period. This forecast
shows Birmingham outperforming both the UK and
West Midlands region’s averages of 11% and 13% for
rental growth and 12% and 17% for house price growth
respectively.

BIRMINGHAM
Birmingham is home to the UK’s largest concentration of
businesses outside of London. Increasingly, Birmingham has
become one of the top choices for businesses and residents
looking for an alternative to the capital.

AT A GLANCE

WHERE TO INVEST IN BIRMINGHAM

49

2022

mins
Travel time between
Birmingham and London

Employment rates in the city will also continue to
improve, rising 10% over the next decade, compared
to the 6% increase seen over the last ten years. The
expanding population has helped Birmingham develop
into the largest professional services hub outside of
London, attracting the attention of both domestic and
foreign investors.

2022 Commonwealth
Games host city

KENT STREET RESIDENCE
BIRMINGHAM

-

Kent Street Residence is located right at
the centre of Birmingham and integrates
city-living with an urban community feel.
Project:
98 units, 1 / 2 Bedrooms

19.4%

Developer:
The High Street Group
Completion date:
Q1 2021

House Price Growth forecast
2019-2023

14

Sources: BuyAssociation, UK Land Registry, Oxford Economics, JLL, CBRE
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WHY INVEST IN LEEDS
Yorkshire is on a roll. The region’s economy is expected
to accelerate by 8.3% over the next five years, making
Leeds one of the UK’s fastest growing cities and a
leading business location within Europe.
The city’s strong investment and economic
fundamentals have led JLL to rate Leeds as their
number one prospect for house price and rental growth
in the North of England.

LEEDS
Home to 109,000 businesses and with access to a workforce of
1.4 million, Leeds ranks as one of the most important financial
centres in the UK.
After the Government Hub announced its move in 2017, Leeds
succeeded in its bid to become the new base for Channel 4.
The city will see Channel 4 move more than 200 staff to the
region, and headquarters and studios are expected to be fully
operational by 2023.

Since 2009 there has been very little residential
development in Leeds, resulting in a backlog of demand
for high quality residential property. JLL has forecasted
that house prices will grow by an average of 3.3% per
annum over the next five years, with rental growth set
to see a 3.2% increase per annum over the same time
frame.

WHERE TO INVEST IN LEEDS

AT A GLANCE

LUCENT SQUARE
LEEDS

-
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75%

#1

Approximately 75% of Leeds’s
10,000 city centre homes are for
private rental

Ranked #1 prospect for rental and
price growth by JLL

38,800

GBP69.6
billion

Annual number of highly skilled
graduates

Leeds City Region annual GVA

Lucent Square is a contemporary
development with close connections to key
amenities, major employers and transport
links.
Project:
52 units, 1 / 2 Bedrooms
Developer:
Gold & Amber Properties
Completion date:
Q1 2020

Sources: JLL
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WHY INVEST IN LIVERPOOL
Liverpool continues to establish itself as a multifaceted economy and a centre of
culture in the UK. The city’s economy is booming as a result of the diversification
of its commercial strength and with the help of the Northern Powerhouse initiative.
Liverpool is forecast to see GVA growth of 2.4% per annum until 2023, outpacing
the UK average of 1.9%.
The city’s diverse and thriving economy, as well as its growing student population,
has encouraged significant migration to Liverpool and the city’s fringe areas.
Liverpool’s population growth is forecast to exceed that of the broader North West
region, with a growth rate of 6.3% between 2016-2026.

LIVERPOOL
Situated in the heart of the Northern Powerhouse region,
Liverpool has, over the past ten years, attracted over GBP7.5
billion in physical investment.
The rate of investment shows no sign of slowing, with the
GBP5 billion Liverpool Waters regeneration scheme currently
underway. The project aims to bring life back to Liverpool’s
historic docks by creating new neighbourhoods of unique
residential, commercial and office space, a GBP55 million
cruise liner terminal, a GBP25 million ferry terminal as well as
major transport upgrades.

The Liverpool property market continues to thrive with relatively low capital values
and strong yielding investment opportunities. The housing market is benefiting
from the continued boom in investment, with house prices expected to grow by
12% by 2023.
Driven by the city’s population growth, the city’s rental market is also improving. A
direct reflection of the growing number of young professionals and students based
in the city, Liverpool’s rental prices are expected to grow by 15% to 2023.

WHERE TO INVEST IN LIVERPOOL
QUAY CENTRAL
LIVERPOOL

AT A GLANCE
GBP14
billion

12%

Ongoing regeneration
initiative

House Price Growth forecast
2019-2023

30,000
Higher education graduates
per annum
18

-

Quay Central is a high-specification newbuild development located in a core part
of Liverpool Water’s future cultural and
leisure hub – Central Docks.
Project:
108 units, 1 / 2 Bedrooms
Developer:
Romal Capital
Completion date:
Completed

50

million
Visitors per annum
Source: JLL, ONS.gov.uk
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SHEFFIELD
Sheffield has expanded beyond its industrial past to become a
location of innovative and technological importance. The city is
now one of the UK’s major city economies, with internationally
recognised, leading-edge manufacturing, engineering and
design talent. From legal services to major back-office
functions for global companies, the city also has a diverse
business and professional services sector.
In 2014 Sheffield launched its Strategic Growth Plan aimed
at creating 70,000 new private sector jobs and 6,000 new
businesses in ten years. After only three years, in 2017, the
region had already gained 37,000 jobs.

WHY INVEST IN SHEFFIELD
Sheffield boasts two world-renowned universities, several major hospitals and a
thriving economy.
The city’s strong employment prospects is not the only thing that brings
people to Sheffield. With more than 83 parks and the highest number of trees
per capita in Europe, Sheffield is Britain’s greenest city. Residents also benefit
from continued improvements to the city centre. The Moor shopping centre has
secured GBP480 million in investment, HSBC is opening new offices and two
luxury hotels are being developed.
Since the end of the financial crisis in 2009, Sheffield has delivered
approximately 1,500 new homes per annum, below the city council’s goal of over
2,000 properties each year. The council predicts that between 2014-2039 the
city’s population will increase by 88,600 people to 652,300 residents, which will
only put further pressure on the limited housing supply.

20

AT A GLANCE

25%

15%

House Price Growth
2014-2019

Estimated Population Growth rate
to 2035

25%

GBP3
billion

Of Sheffield graduates elect to
remain in the city permanently

Estimated growth of the local
economy by 2025

Sources: Sheffield City Council, University of Sheffield, The Sheffield City Region Strategic Economic Plan
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EDINBURGH
The residential property market in Scotland has remained
remarkably resilient despite headwinds felt throughout the
UK since the European Union referendum.
Edinburgh was selected as the UK city with the best
prospects for economic growth in 2019 in the Vitality Index
compiled by Lambert Smith Hampton. In the ten years
between 2008-2018 the city’s population grew by 12% and
another 60,000 people are anticipated to move to the city by
2041.

WHY INVEST IN EDINBURGH
Edinburgh city centre is expected to be one of the top performing residential
markets in the UK over the next five years, according to JLL. A critical shortfall
in supply continues to underpin values in the city, and house prices are expected
to rise by over 18% by 2023.
The city has a distinct lack of proposed purpose-build private rental stock, given
its above average level of private renters and proportionately young population.
A third of Edinburgh’s population is aged 15-34, compared with 25% across the
UK, and a quarter of Edinburgh homes are privately rented, which is noticeably
higher than the UK average of 16%.
Activity in the housing market in Q1 2019 was strong, with many residents and
investors looking to buy. This resulted in properties being sold on average for
approximately 6.3% above their listing price.

AT A GLANCE

4.3%

3.1%

Projected Population
Growth over next 5 years

Anticipated Rental
Growth per annum

18%
Estimated House Price
Growth to 2023
Sources: JLL, Savills
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GLASGOW
Glasgow has experienced economic growth and development
in recent years, bolstered by the city’s growing and young
population, and business development in high-tech and
service sectors. In 2017, the city’s 856,000-strong workforce,
accounting for 34% of all jobs in Scotland, helped Glasgow
generate a GVA of GBP41.1 billion.

WHY INVEST IN GLASGOW
Glasgow is the UK’s largest retail centre outside of London and its music, food,
sports and education offerings confirm the city’s reputation as a highly desirable
international destination.
Despite growing demand, housing supply is intermittent in the city. One of the
largest drivers of rental demand in the city centre is Glasgow’s 80,000-strong
student population. Some 46% of the student population elects to remain in the
city upon graduation, giving rise to a notable, highly skilled work force.
House prices have risen 10% over the past three years. As Glasgow continues to
develop into a cultural and business hub, demand by renters has pushed rental
prices up by an average of 4.6% per annum over the past five years.

AT A GLANCE

2.6%

3%

Expected city centre sales
price growth per annum
over the next five years

Annual Rental
Price Growth forecast
2019-2023

0.8%
Projected Employment
growth per annum over the
next five years
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GERMANY
DÜSSELDORF

BERLIN

LEIPZIG

One of the world’s most politically stable and economically
robust countries, Germany’s promising returns also make
it one of the most attractive investment destinations in
Europe.
With attractive mortgage options available for foreign
property purchasers along with high rates of capital and
rental growth and a Capital Gains Tax exemption after ten
years, Germany is now one of the most prolific destinations
in Europe for real estate investment.

FRANKFURT

26
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WHY INVEST IN BERLIN
With Berlin’s population increasing by 290,00 people
between 2011-2017 alone, population growth figures in
Berlin have dwarfed all other German cities. Attracted
by the city’s reputation as a European hub for start-ups
and other innovative companies, Berlin expects the
arrival of a further 260,000 people by 2030.
The investment fundamentals of a chronically
undersupplied housing market combined with a
booming economy and increasing population have
resulted in demand continually outstripping supply. This
has resulted in upward pressure on both capital
and rental growth rates.

BERLIN
Berlin once lagged behind other Germany cities. Now
however, with a burgeoning population and dynamic economy,
Germany’s capital is staking its claim as one of the most
important economic areas in Europe.

AT A GLANCE

#2
Overall Investment Prospects in
the PwC Emerging Trends
Europe 2019 report

Current estimates suggest there is a backlog of at least
84,000 units and a requirement for another 21,000 unit
completions per annum to simply keep up with existing
levels of demand. With construction activity peaking
at an estimated 16,000 unit completions in 2018, the
supply gap in Berlin’s housing market looks set to
remain for many years to come.

WHERE TO INVEST IN BERLIN

67%
Accumulated Capital Growth
2014-2018

EINBECKER 47
BERLIN

-

Einbecker 47 is a modern residence
located in the up-and-coming Berlin
neighbourhood of Lichtenberg.
Project:
40 units, Studio / 1 Bedroom
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34.5%

50%

Accumulated Rental Growth
2014-2018

Growth rate of the ICT sector
since 2013

Developer:
Diamona & Harnisch
Completion date:
Q4 2020

Sources: Deutsche Bank, Bulwiengesa, Numbeo, CBRE, Berlin Hyp, JLL, PwC and The Urban Land Institute
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FRANKFURT
Ranked the fifth best city for overall investment prospects
in Europe for 2019 by PwC and the Urban Land Institute,
Continental Europe’s financial centre is a promising destination
for real estate investment.
A truly international city, Frankfurt was also named as the
world’s tenth best city for quality of life by Mercer. Nearly half
of the city’s 744,100 residents have a migration background
and Frankfurt expects to draw more people to the city, with
forecasts predicting another 60,000 residents by 2030. With
a flourishing economy primarily focused on the finance sector
and an under-supplied housing market, Frankfurt is proving an
attractive destination for both residents and investors.

WHY INVEST IN FRANKFURT
Frankfurt has experienced accumulated capital and rental growth rates of 110% and
50% respectively between 2009-2018. The housing market’s upward trend appears
set to continue, with Deutsche Bank estimating that the supply deficit of over
40,000 units will not close until far into the coming decade.
As more individuals and companies put down roots in the city, a further narrowing
vacancy rate will likely put additional upward pressure on capital and rental growth
rates until construction activity is able to catch up, which is not set to occur for
nearly ten years.
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AT A GLANCE

#5

110%

Overall Investment Prospects in
the PwC Emerging Trends
Europe 2019 report

Accumulated Capital Growth
2009-2018

18%

50%

Increase in Frankfurt’s
employment rate 2009-2018

Accumulated Rental Growth
2009-2018

Sources: Deutsche Bank, PwC and the Urban Land Institute
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LEIPZIG
Dubbed ‘Little Berlin’ by Deutsche Bank, Leipzig presents the
most interesting investment case in the east of Germany today.
The city’s economy has outperformed that of any other city
in the region, with employment levels rising 28.5% since 2009.
Leipzig’s geographical location, only an hour outside of the
country’s capital, allows investors to benefit from Berlin’s spillover effect.
WHY INVEST IN LEIPZIG
In 2018 Leipzig registered a population of just over 588,000 inhabitants, and the
Integrated Urban Development Concept (INSEK) estimates this will increase by
over 22% by 2030, to reach roughly the same number of residents as Frankfurt has
today.
The city’s housing market is characterised by an acute under-supply, with a total
of only 11,7000 unit completions across the city since 2009. This slow supply in the
face of growing demand has seen vacancy rates drop below 2% in central locations.
Declining vacancy rates directly influence capital and rental growth rates in a
property market. In 2018, prices for new terraced houses in Leipzig rose by nearly
17% - the strongest increase in Germany – while the cost of new and existing
apartments increased by approximately 10%. Rental rates unsurprisingly have been
on a similar trajectory over the last decade and look set to continue in the years to
come.

32

AT A GLANCE

22%

100%

Forecasted Population Growth
2018-2030

Accumulated Capital Growth
2009-2018

28.5%

< 2%

Increase in employment rate
2009-2018

Vacancy rate in central
Leipzig as of 2018

Sources: Deutsche Bank, The University of Leipzig
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DÜSSELDORF
Situated in the heart of continental Europe, Düsseldorf is a
state capital as well as an important economic centre. With
prominent finance, telecommunications, media and fashion
industries, the city continues to attract both newcomers and
investors.
WHY INVEST IN DÜSSELDORF
Düsseldorf has a population of 639,400, having seen an increase of nearly 5.5%,
or 35,000 residents, since 2009. The Federal State’s Statistical Office expects
that the number of inhabitants will increase by 11,000 before 2020, and a further
47,000 by 2030. At present, 23% of Düsseldorf’s inhabitants are foreigners, with a
total of 40% of the population having a migration background.
Employment rates have increased by more than 15% between 2009-2018, while the
overall unemployment rate sits at 6.5%, as of November 2018.
An under-supplied housing market, evidenced by a vacancy rate of 1.4%, has led
to upward pressure on both rental and capital growth rates over the past decade.
Rents have risen 40% since 2009, whilst prices for new apartments have increased
100% over the same period, with 2018 alone witnessing an increase of 10%.

AT A GLANCE
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1.4%

40%

Vacancy Rate as of 2018

Accumulated Rental Growth
2009-2018

9%

15%

Forecast Population
Growth 2018-2030

Employment Rate Growth
2009-2018

Sources: Deutsche Bank, JLL
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IRELAND
Ireland’s strong and sustained economic recovery over the
past ten years has reignited growth in the country.

DUBLIN

36

With the world’s largest multinationals moving their EMEA
headquarters to the capital, Ireland’s GDP has outperformed
that of any of its European counterparts once again in
2018 at 6.7% growth. Furthermore, with incomes and the
employment rate increasing by 5% and 2.3% per annum
respectively, the Central Bank of Ireland expects the
economy to reach full employment later this year.
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WHY INVEST IN DUBLIN
Dublin has long been subject to an acute housing
undersupply, with little to no construction occurring in
the ten years between 2007-2017.
Prolonged excess demand has put upward pressure
on both capital and rental growth rates across the
city. Supply has slowly picked up with almost 7,000
residential completions in 2018. This, however, falls
short of the required 11,000 units per annum. Property
prices in Dublin have increased 55% over the last five
years and yet remain 22% below their 2007 peak.

DUBLIN
Accounting for 45% of Ireland’s GDP, 40% of the country’s
population and 70% of all corporate tax revenues, Dublin is
back on investor’s radars as one of the most promising cities
in Europe. Attracting tech giants such as Google, Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn to the city with its well-educated, Englishspeaking workforce and low corporate tax rate, Dublin’s
economy has completely transformed over the past ten years.

Dublin’s rental market has followed a similar trajectory
as a direct result of the housing shortage, and backedup by the burgeoning economy. The vacancy rate for
rental properties currently sits below 2%, with 27% of
Dublin households privately renting. The city’s rental
rates increased 7.8% in 2018 and are estimated to grow
by a further 6% in 2019.

WHERE TO INVEST IN DUBLIN

AT A GLANCE

WILLIAM BECKETT HOUSE
DUBLIN

38

#3

55%

Overall Investment Prospects in
the PwC Emerging Trends
Europe 2019 report

Accumulated Capital Growth
2014-2018

-

William Beckett House is a boutique
development situated close to the offices
of many leading technology corporations
and a historic shopping area.
Project:
11 units exclusive to IP Global

7.8%

< 2%

Rental Growth in 2018
and a further 6% forecast
for 2019

Vacancy Rate
as of 2018

Completion date:
Completed

Sources: The Dublin Chamber of Commerce, Savills, Knight Frank
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PORTUGAL
PORTO

One of Europe’s oldest countries, Portugal has recently
distinguished itself as an undeniable destination for
investment, both on the European and world stage.
The Bank of Portugal reports that the country’s economy
registered a 2.1% increase in GDP in 2018, a rate above the
Euro Zone average. Portugal’s forecasted growth rate of
1.9% also encourages the country’s convergence with more
developed European countries.

LISBON

40

Signs of economic and employment growth, paired with
solid real estate indicators and a thriving tourism industry
have firmly cemented Portugal as a key location on the
radars of many international investors and cities like Lisbon
and Porto are today two of the most desirable locations
worldwide.

41

WHY INVEST IN LISBON
Many business-related initiatives have drawn tourists
and companies to this coastal capital city. Relatively
cheap labour and real estate, along with a great quality
of life, encourage the forecast for Lisbon’s burgeoning
technology, media and finance industries. Together with
tourism, these support the city’s contribution of 45% to
the GDP of Portugal.
Lisbon’s residential market continues to exceed
expectations, with property sales increasing 151%
between 2012-2017 and prices experiencing a 7.9% rise
between 2017-2018 alone.

LISBON
Lisbon maintains its historic, eighteenth-century architectural
charm while evolving into a dynamic business and tourism hub.
Lisbon’s character, culture and property market have led the
city to become a leading European investment destination.

The rental market in Lisbon is also performing well, with
rental growth of 21% year-on-year recorded for Q1 2019.
This continues to be driven by a lack of supply and
strong demand.
While property construction is on the rise in Lisbon,
the imbalance between supply and demand remains
significant. This housing shortage will drive both house
price and rental growth in the future.

AT A GLANCE
WHERE TO INVEST IN LISBON
50
million

130,000

BELA VISTA
LISBON

No. of students per annum at
Lisbon’s universities

Portuguese for ‘beautiful view’, Bela Vista
is a modern development which offers
breath-taking panoramic views across
Lisbon and the Tagus River.

The new Monitjo Airport, due to open in
2022, is expected to service 50 million
passengers per annum

Project:

EUR210
million

35 units, Studio / 1 / 2 Bedrooms
Developer:
Alpendre Magnata
Completion date:
Q4 2020

A EUR210 million Metro project
is underway, set to transform the
city’s main transport hub

42

Sources: JLL, Knight Frank, CBRE, PwC
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CONTACTS

E: info@ipglobal-ltd.com

W: www.ipglobal-ltd.com

HONG KONG

BEIJING

PORTO

T: +852 3965 9300

T: +86 10 5718 7666

Named the ‘Best Start-Up Friendly City in Europe’ in the 2018
World Excellence Awards, Porto fell, and then rose, with the
national economic tides. Portugal’s second largest city is now
undertaking ambitious initiatives to once again establish itself
as a promising international investment destination.

SHANGHAI

SINGAPORE

T: +86 21 6032 1525

T: +65 6224 1992

ABU DHABI

DUBAI

T: +971 (0) 56 942 5175

T: +971 (0) 4 246 2600

JOHANNESBURG

CAPE TOWN

T: +27 (0) 10 140 6578

T: +27 (0) 21 286 1476

LONDON

MAURITIUS

T: +44 (0) 203 696 9630

T: +230 5255 1111

Porto’s metropolitan region has more than 1.9 million residents and in 2018 created
more jobs than any other city in the country. The city’s popularity has allowed Porto
to stand out on the global stage. An increasing number of UK and US-based firms
have invested in Porto since 2016, as well as wealthy individuals from all over the
world, suggesting the city’s appeal to investors still has some distance to go.

MANCHESTER

QATAR

T: +44 (0) 161 457 0046

T: +974 5540 6601

AT A GLANCE

ISRAEL

VIETNAM

T: +972 3 560 0901

T: +84 (0) 79 3344 723

WHY INVEST IN PORTO
Reclaiming its position as a vital city for business, tourism and investment, Porto
is witnessing a rapid transformation and continues to break records. In 2018 the
city’s level of foreign investment hit a 15-year high and Porto has been distinguished
as Europe’s third fastest growing technology hub. Offering some of the country’s
highest rated educational institutions, Porto has the largest student population in
Portugal, producing a well-educated local workforce.
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2.2%

300%

2018 GDP Growth

Increase in number of jobs created by
foreign investors 2013-2016
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DISCLAIMER

Please note: floor plans, prices and images are for information purposes only and are subject to change from time to time.
Areas shown are approximate measurements.
You acknowledge that: (i) the information contained in this document and such other material issued in connection therewith
(the “Content”) are provided for information purposes only and will not be regarded as advice on securities or collective investment
schemes or other financial or investment advice; (ii) the Content is not intended for the purpose of advice, dealing or trading
in securities or collective investment schemes; (iii) the Content may include certain information taken from property surveys,
stock exchanges and other sources from around the world; (iv) the Content is provided on an “as is” basis and by way of a
summary and we do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the Content; (v) the Content may be subject
to the terms and conditions of other agreements to which we are a party; (vi) none of the information contained in the Content
constitutes a solicitation, offer, opinion, or recommendation by us to buy or sell any security, or provision of legal, tax, accounting,
or investment advice or services regarding the profitability or suitability of any security or investment; (vii) you should not rely
on the Content as the sole means of making any investment decision relating thereto and you should seek professional,
independent and specific advice on any such investment decision; (viii) the property market is volatile and illiquid and property
prices and rental yields may fluctuate widely or be affected by a broad range of risk factors; (ix) all plans and specifications in
the Content are intended as a guide only and are subject to such variations, modifications and amendments as may be required
by the relevant authorities or the relevant developer’s consultants or architects; (x) all renderings and illustrations in the Content
are artists’ impressions only and all measurements are approximate subject to final survey and confirmation; (xi) the Content is not
intended for use by, or distribution to, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such use or distribution would
be contrary to law or regulation; and (xii) the Content has not been authorised or approved by the Securities and Futures
Commission of Hong Kong or any regulatory body of competent authority whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere.
Accordingly, you assume all responsibility and risk for reliance upon and the use of the Content and, we, our agents, directors,
officers, employees, representatives, successors, and assigns expressly disclaim any and all responsibility for any direct or
consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) the use of the Content, (ii) reliance
on any information contained in the Content, (iii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information including, without
limitation, financial data, forecasts, analysis and trends, or (iv) any action or non-performance resulting from the foregoing.
This exclusion clause shall take effect to the fullest extent permitted by applicable laws.
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
Any statement contained in the Content is made on a general basis and we have not given any consideration to nor have we made
any investigation of the investment objective, financial situation or particular need of any user or reader, any specific person
or group of persons. You are advised to make your own assessment of the relevance, accuracy and adequacy of the information
contained in the Content and conduct independent investigations as may be necessary or appropriate for the purpose of
such assessment including the investment risks involved. You should consult an appropriate professional advisor for legal, tax,
accounting, or investment advice specific to your situation, as to whether any governmental or other consents are required
or if any formalities should be observed for the purposes of making such investments as are mentioned in the Content. If you are
unsure about the meaning of any of the information contained in the Content, please consult your financial or other professional
advisor.
THIRD PARTY REFERENCES
References to third party publications are provided for your information only. The content of these publications are issued by third
parties. As such, we are not responsible for the accuracy of information contained in those publications, nor shall we be held liable
for any loss or damage arising from or related to their use.
IP Global Limited (IP Global) is registered in Hong Kong under company number 998503 and have our registered office at
Harcourt House, 39 Gloucester Road, Suites 1001-1003, 10th Floor, Wan Chai, Hong Kong.
We and our representatives only work in relation to real estate located outside Hong Kong. Neither IP Global nor its representatives
is (or is required to be) licensed under the Estate Agents Ordinance (Cap. 511 of the Laws of Hong Kong) to deal with Hong Kong
real estate. Neither IP Global nor its representatives hold them out to perform any regulated activities in Hong Kong under the
corporate brand of IP Global such as advising on dealing or advising on securities or providing asset management services or
any other incidental regulated activities. In case IP Global representatives are assigned to perform business activities that might
trigger licensing requirement, they will do so under the regulated license(s) of IP Global’s affiliates granted under the Securities and
Futures Commission and/or other regulators in Hong Kong or elsewhere. Under such circumstances, they will operate under the
ambit of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong) and apply relevant license(s) accordingly to
perform those regulated activities on a legitimate basis.
IP Real Estate Investments Pte. Ltd. is licensed under the Estate Agents Act 2010 of Singapore. Neither IP Real Estate Investments
Pte. Ltd. nor its representatives engages in activities such as dealing or advising on securities or providing asset management
services. Therefore, neither IP Real Estate Investments Pte. Ltd. nor its representatives are (or are required to be) licensed under
the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289 of the laws of Singapore).
IP Global is the trading name of IP Real Estate Investments Pte Ltd (CEA License Number: L3010023I) which is licensed under
the Estate Agents Act 2010 of Singapore.
The full text of our disclaimer set out in and accessible at www.ipglobal-ltd.com/terms-conditions.
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